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STATUS OF PHILIPPINE DEMERSAL STOCKS: AN OVERVIEW
 

by
 

Geronimo T. Silvestre and Salud Ganaden
 

ABSTRACT
 

The fishery based on demersal stocks (i.e. fishes and invertebrates
 
living on or close to the sea bottom, both soft and hard/coral grounds)
 
has contributed a considerable portion (25% - 40%) of Philippine marine
 
landings since the late 40s. Demersal landings showed a steady increase
 
from 78,000 mt in 1947 to 416,000 mt in 1975. Landings after 1975
 
decreased steadily unil 1980 (326,000 mt), but an upward trend has been
 
noted lately with 1984 landings totalling 385,000 mt. The demersal
 
fishery is considerably area-limited, the productive shelf area (0-200 m
 
depths) comprising only 13% or 225,000 sq. km. of the country's vast
 
marine waters.
 

Currently available information pertaining to the potential yield
 
and state of exploitation of Philippine demersal resources indicate the
 
following: (1) MSY of the demersal stocks is about 600 + 200 thousand
 
mt/year, the lower limit of which has been essentially reached by
 
present landings; (2) harvests have largely reached the limits that 
the
 
resources can sustain in the nearshore areas, especially the traditional
 
fishing grounds, and; (3) future increases in demersal landings would
 
come primarily from the Palawan, Tawi-Tawi and Lamon Bay areas, as will
 
as from better management of the demersal fisheries. Although the data
 
utilized ir.making the above conclusions have been criticized as
 
inadequate, more recent and reliable area-specific studies confirm the
 
prevalence of biological and economic overfishing of nearshore demersal
 
stocks. The economic loss (i.e. rent dissipation) resulting from lack
 
of management of the demersal fisheries could be much as US $90
as 

million annually.
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INTRODUCTION
 

The present contribution attempts to give a brief review of
 

available materials dealing on the state of exploitation and potential
 

of Philippine demersal stocks. It is neither intended to be an
 

exhaustive nor rigorous treatment, but rather a non-technical overview
 

of the state of the country's demersal resources in the 0-200 m depth
 

ranges covering both soft and hard bottoms. Thus, it draws selectively
 

from the available literature to give a composite picture.
 

It should be made clear at the outset that the assessment and
 

management of fisheries in the Philippine setting has suffered for some
 

time from the lack of appropriate biological information. This
 

inadequacy in the fisheries management process has posed considerable
 

difficulties in the assessment of the "health" and productivity of the
 

stocks, and the prescription of requisite corrective or optimization
 

measures. The Philippines, as is true for most developing countries,
 

has a relatively short history of quantitatively oriented fisheries
 

research. The country, hence, does not have many of the elements needed
 

for conventional resource assessment typizal of high latitude fisheries.
 

The existing statistical baseline information on the fisheries of the
 

country has often been characterized as inadequate and unreliable for
 

stock assessment purposes (e.g. Chakraborty, 1976; Juliano and Yutuc,
 

1977).
 

The criticisms on the nature and quality of the data base
 

notwithstanding, most of the studies cited below have relied on the
 

existing statistical information and/or indirect inferences to assess
 

the status and potential of the country's fishery resources. Most are
 

concededly preliminary in nature, and some critics have argued that it
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is nct possible to be very confident of these assessments. For all
 

their limitations, however, these works represent attempts to make the
 

best possible use of the available data given the range of alternative
 

analyses inherent to the nature of the data base.
 

The term "demersal resources" as used in the present study refer to
 

fishes living on or close to 
the sea bottom (whether soft or hard/coral
 

ground) and associated invertebrates. Presentation of available
 

information on the 
potential yield and state of exploitation of the
 

country's demersal resources is put into perspective through a preceding
 

overview of the extent of the Philippine shelf (where the demersal
 

stocks and fisheries are concentrated) and the contribution of
 

demersals to the country's marine landings from the late 40's 
to early
 

80's.
 

AREA OF THE PHILIPPINE SHELF
 

Philippine marine waters cover an area of 
1,666,300 square km.,
 

including areas 
co, ,red by the 200 mile exclusive economic zone.
 

Despite the vast expanse of the country's marine waters, the productive
 

shelf areas 
(i.e. 0-200 m depth) are quite limited. Estimates available
 

in the literature as to the extent of the Philippine shelf vary widely.
 

These include, among others, the following figures: 185,000 sq. 
km.
 

(AID, 1977), 200,000 sq. km. (Kvaran, 1971), and 266,000 sq. km. (Yutuc
 

and Trono, 1977). 
 Recent estimates from more detailed planimetry of
 

bathymetric charts issued by the Philippine Bureau of Coast and Geodetic
 

Survey indicate that the shelf area is 
more around 225,000 sq. km.,
 

Munro (1986) estimates the Philippine shelf to be about 224,400 sq. km.,
 

while Silvestre et al. (1986) estimate the shelf arei. to 
be about
 

225,800 sq. km. It is apparent that the productive shelf area
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(inhabited by Philippine demersal stocks) is only about 13% 
of the total
 

marine area of the country.
 

The areal definitions used by Silvestre et al (1986) are given in
 

Table 1 and Figure 1. The estimates of the surface area of the
 

Philippine shelf by area 
(A to J) and depth range (0-9.9, 10-19.9,
 

20-49.9, 50-99.9, and 100-200 m) are given in Table 2. 
Note that 75% of
 

the shelf is in the 0-99.9 m depth range while 25% is in the 100-200 m
 

depth range. The larger shelf areas are found in area I (PALAWAN), area
 

J (Philippine Inland Seas), area H (Soutneastern Sulu Sea) and area D
 

(Central Pacific). The shelf areas are most limited in areas B (NW
 

Luzon), C (NE Luzon) and F (Eastern Mindanao). The estimates of shelf
 

area for the 24 BFAR statistical regions (Fig. 2) computed by Munro
 

(1986) are also given in Table 3, and indicate close agreement with
 

those given by Silvestre et al. (1986).
 

Delineation of the shelf area estimates between soft 
(i.e.
 

trawlable) and hard (i.e. rocky, coral) grounds have not been made 
to an
 

acceptable level of accuracy and scope. Carpenter (1977) estimated the
 

total coral reef area within the 10-fathom ccntour line as 12,171 sq.
 

*km. and to the 20-fathom contour as 33,088 sq. km. Murdy and Ferraris
 

(1980), however, point out that the reef area could not be determined
 

accurately at this time citing, for instance, a new estimate of reef
 

area to 10-fathoms of 27,0442km proposed by MSI (1979). Figure 3 gives
 

the distribution (albeit preliminary) of soft and hard bottom fishing
 

grounds within the 200 m contour line.
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DEMERSAL COMPONENT OF MARINE LANDINGS
 

The marine fisheries sector has consistently contributed the bulk
 

of the country's total fisheries production since the end of the second
 

world war. Statistics from BFAR underscore the significance of the
 

sector, reflecting landings which have increased from about 80,000 mt in
 

1946 to 1,303,300 mt in 1984, i.e. a sixteen-fold increase during the
 

post-war period. Despite the lack of statistics covering the pre-war
 

period, it is quite safe to assume that the marine landings were of
 

similar importance at that time.
 

The fisheries stati3tics of BFAR, published since 1952, provides
 

annual landings for the marine fisheries components. Details on the
 

contribution of the species/species groups comprising the marine
 

commercial catch were also included since that time. The same
 

information, however, in the case of the municipal fisheries began to be
 

available only since 1976. Silvestre et al. (.986), utilized these
 

annual statistics to estimate the demersal component (municipal,
 

commercial and total demersal) of the Philippine marine catch. The
 

species/species groups categorized as demersal and aggregated by
 

Silvestre et al. on an annual basis (with various interpolations for
 

missing years) are given in Table 4. They acknowledge that the
 

delineation into demersal and pelagic involves a certain degree of
 

subjectivity and stress that the manner in which the species/groups were
 

classified is more operational/technological rather than ecological
 

(i.e. whether the species/species group is more abundant in the catch of
 

demersal (e.g. trawl) or pelagic (e.g. purse seine, bagnet, fishing
 

gears). Table 5 gives the time series (1946 to 1983) of marine and
 

demersal landings in the Philippines that they computed. The marine
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catch excludes inland municipal and aquaculture production; the values
 

in brackets indicate the use of extrapolations in arriving at the value.
 

The table shows that demersals comprise between 25% to 40% of the total
 

marine landings on an annual basis since the late 40's. The 1984 BFAR
 

statistics indicate that demersal landings total about 385,000 mt
 

(commercial demersal - 109,700 mt, municipal demersal - 275,300 mt) of
 

the total marine landings of 1,303,300 mt (marine commercial - 513,300
 

mt, marine municipal - 790,000 mt) for the year.
 

The demersal resources of the country are exploited using a
 

multiplicity of gears. The commercial fishery mainly employs the trawl
 

in soft bottom areas, and the murc-ami and hook and line in hard/coral
 

grounds. The municipal fishery uses primarily baby trawls, bottom gill
 

nets, beach seines and push nets in the soft, trawlable grounds, and
 

employ drive-in nets, traps, spears and set longlines in the rocky
 

areas. The multispecies nature of the Philippine fishery resources does
 

not restrict the demersal gears mentioned above to catch solely demersal
 

fish, but also catch pelagics especially in the shallow nearshore areas.
 

ASSESSMENTS OF POTENTIAL YIELD AND EXPLOITATION
 

Assessments of the potential yield from Philippine fishery
 

resources has been undertaken by a number of authors and agencies in the
 

past. Smith et al. (1980) give a review of assessments conducted during
 

the 70's, indicating potential yield from thu country's pelagic and
 

demersal resources ranging from 1-3.7 million mt per year. Estimates of
 

demersal potential covered by the said review influde those given by
 

Kvaran (1971) and Aoyama (1973) who provided estimates of 700,000 and
 

420,000 mt/yr, respectively. Results of a workshop utilizing the
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"Delphi" approach (held in Baguio in November 1980) under the auspices
 

of NRMC/FIDC indicate a consensus that the total potential yield from
 

the country's fishery resources 
is about 1,650 + 450 thousand mt/yr.
 

The corresponding demersal potential was placed at 
about 600 + 200
 

thousand mt/yr (Table 6). 
 The demersal potential estimates were highest
 

for the W. Sulu Sea, Palawan, Mindoro area (i.e. 128-268 thousand mt/yr)
 

and the lowest for the North and Northwest Luzon area (i.e. 28-68
 

thousand mt/yr).
 

Results of the NRMC/FIDC workshop also provide an assessment of the
 

state of exploitation of the demersal 
resources vis-a-vis the estimated
 

potential (utilizing primarily results of BFAP./SCSP workshops conduzted
 

in the 70's). Table 7 compiles this infcrmation which indicates that
 

almost all soft/trawlable areas 
were either fully exploited or over
 

exploited with the exception of Palawan waters. 
 Hard grounds or reef
 

areas were generally considered to be underfished, with the exception of
 

the Lingayen Gulf, Antique and Cuyo East Passage, South Negros to Bohol,
 

and the Northern Mindanao coast. Munro (1986) in his review of
 

Philippine fishery resources compared the demersal potential with 198!
 

productioa statistics. 
 He noted that based on such comparison, demersal
 

landings could still be increased by about 270,000 mt/yr (primarily from
 

the West Sulu Sea and Palawan area), if we consider the 1984 demersal
 

landings of about 385,000 mt/yr, then such could still be 
increased by
 

about 215,000 mt/yr (although it should be noted that landings have
 

essentially reached the lower limit of the NRMC/FIDC demersal potential
 

estimate of 400,000 mt/yr). 
 Munro (1986) sums up the prospects of
 

increasing demersal landings as foilows:
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"The waters surrounding Palawan, the Tawi-Tawi
 

area between the South Sulu Sea and Moro Gulf,
 

and the Lamon Bay area offer the best potential
 

for increased demersal catches - mostly of reef
 

(or other hard bottom) associated fishes.
 

However, technological problems must be overcome
 

such as better boats and better coral reef
 

fishing techniques.
 

Most other areas, particularly those in the
 

enclosed seas, are heavily exploited and addi

tional effort might cause decreases in the total
 

catch and will certainly decrease the profita

bility of those vessels already in the fishery."
 

As noted in the introduction, the assessments given above are
 

acknowledged to be approximate, based principally as they are on
 

available production statistics (whose reliability has been criticized
 

by a number of authors) as well as estimates of area productivity. In
 

fact, all studies dealing on the status and potential of the country's
 

fishery resources have referred to the inadequacy of exisitng
 

information to allow strong, reliable inferences to be made. 
 It can be
 

noted however, that the available assessments indicate a general
 

consensus that harvests have largely reached (if not exceeded) the
 

limits that could be sustained by the demersal resources in the
 

nearshore areas, especially in the traditional fishing grounds. The
 

validity of this observation is further reinforced by more recent
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studies. For instance, Silvestre et al. (1986) estimate that the
 

biomass of nearshore (0-100 m depth) demersal stocks have declined to
 

about 30% of their biomass levels in the late 40's. Silvestre and Pauly
 

(1986) estimate that the economic loss (i.e. rent dissipation) that such
 

lack of management entails could be as much as US $90 million per year.
 

Fox (1986) found that the relative fish density is low in shallow areas
 

where municipal vessels are dense compared t,. deeper areas where vessels
 

are less dense. Plotting the density of municipal fishermen based 
on a
 

1977 census (Fig. 4), he also identifies the ateo where increases in
 

landings can possibly be obtained (which incidentally are largely
 

compatible with those given by Munro 1986). Studies by other
 

investigators in specific areas (e.g. Lingayen Gulf, Manila Bay, San
 

Miguel Bay, Samar Sea, etc.) also support the observation of excessive
 

fishing pressure in the nearshore traditional fishing grounds.
 

The problem of excessive fishing effort in the exploitation of the
 

country's demersal resources is compounded by the problem of growth
 

overfishing due to the use of small-meshed nets, a, well as the use of
 

explosives. For instance, Silvestre (1986) and Silvestre and Soriano
 

(1987) found that the 2 cm minimum mesh size limit is too small to
 

maximize the biological yield for the mix of trawl-caught species in the
 

Samar Sea area. Considering the basically consistent/uniform faunal
 

composition of the country's demersal resources, it can be assumed that
 

the problem of growth overfishing is widespread. The use of fine-meshed
 

nets smaller than 2 cm (e.g. push nets) is also prevalent, and the
 

consequent loss could, therefore, be far more se-_rious.
 

In sum, the country's nearshore demersal fisheries suffer from
 

biological overfishing due to the capture or destruction of
 



young/juvenile fish (e.g. the use of small-meshed nets and explosives).
 

Some cursory evidence of recruitment and ecosystem overfishing are also
 

available (e.g. Fox, 1986) aside from the anecdotal complaints in the
 

literature. Aside from these forms of biological overfishing, the
 

extent and magnitude of economic overfishing is also believed to be
 

considerable, (e.g. Smith et al. 1980, Silvestre and Pauly 1986 and the
 

contributions of A. Librero and collaborators in Panayotou 1985). The
 

scope of this paper is not the place to explore ways by means of which
 

maximization of benefits from the country's demersal resources could be
 

effected. Hopefully, these measures would crystalize within the larger
 

framework of questions that the present workshop seeks to address. We
 

would like to point out, however, that the available information
 

reflects the need for better management of the country's demersal
 

fisheries, and the apparent inability of existing institutional
 

structures and strategies to realize proper management.
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Table 1.	Area definitions used by Silvestre et al. (I96)
 
in estifating the area of the Philippine shelf
 
(0-20 m).
 

A R E A PODLITIC-L .EGIONS FA STATIST'CAL REGIOC,' mJOR FISmING GTOU 

A West Central Luzon National C.soital 2 - Kanila 4nilla Say, S.oie Bay, Zacae$
II, IV 

in Part Coast, Ver.deIsand passa 
RA iin, 3 - Batanga1sCoast Coast, aiayan Bay, act4nga$ 

B Northwest Luzon 	 I I - Lingayen G ilf Bnqui Bay, Oasol Bay, iliocos
 
CasT. Lingayen .JIII,Fsatang 
Bay

C Brtheal Luzon 23 ;'yslanan Bay, Palaan Bay,II Bay Jinllcan 
24 - Baouyan C.%annel Bn'juyon .hanne, , B. Inar.I Czian

0 Central Pacific 	 'IV I Part Laono! .ji Aloay ;..,j ounngh Jay. _agonoy
V 1 La,o day J? An 5tr aI t, Al1ai rinco
Vill Ia pert 2 -Cosigurrn Sound %at Sond ..,rn Bay Baler Bay.

C..l;uran Sund, 31a lan 3,y,
Dlngaian Bay
 

E Bistern VlsayeS Vill In part 13 - Leyte GilI C4oailan Bay, O:naqar Sound. a-
X !n par- say Bay, _aytt) ;Q . anla 

Ba. -as Bay, San .'ecro Bay, Su
riljo Strait 

F Eastern Mindanao XI In part I - ^asaSJ IacuJIIn Bay BisIIg n sreeBay, :.
OV , 8 ,.I! .. nlLl Ady. -4,0 

Bay, -jouca 	 Bay, -vw ia s Bay, 
G SoutyesT Mindanao 	 IX-A in oar 10 - ,O GJil Illand ?aY, L,'no Bay, W-l41ay

1X-3 ,n per. ay, "4ro Ga'fi Is~nlnn Bay,xli 	 Barsgni By, q[bui.cnBay. 

H Soutmeastern Sulu Seao 	 IX-A In ar"r B - Scutern Sulu .soa Basilan Strait, B4v-T4..sy,

IX-8 a. art 	 :Cut.r, I sviu. naiv In Dart B - Est Cono .ss asr - ,o , ss Zonado Bay.YI n part 9 - "asrern ;,i Sea -ltsan d y, S10Olog aY. ;s$r 

Siuu Sea, SIiuco Bay, Slocon a,Sincanqan Bay 

Pala.an tY In par? I- Most 211ian varari Bsac-t BnY 	 Balaoac jtral*, !mu
i 

S-*aos Sulu eAd Bay, nes, :oyo ?ssa, 0803O 
Cyamnnol. .laacar Strait Hncoro 

- :,O nest s -van3aY. *t1naoayaSond Cor on 

St-alT, 7ayTay Bay., 1een I$1lIand 
Bay, -oca Bay. slano Ban, San 
My.onlo a!" net Solo sea 

Phillopine Island Sea% lV In zat* Taye1o6 y "Dqog ;13s, an as Bay., AIaiiorrs I South) V In Darr B - 1lsayan Sea oil, suncion Pass, 7oncn -trrair 
VI in pr? 16 GJinwsG rrai ilsayan .ea, Aguosn Bay, .kanato 
YII in jar? I? - Sliuonn Sea Bay, eJln.f Str3it, itolo 
Vill in par? I - ;lqay ay,v Strat, 2ana Gai, ilrlo
X In part I -	 Channel, Busy, liar Bay RSm" Sea 	 41n B,

12 - Bondi Sea Ion '5ss. Sagoln ay, S:ouvan
14 - Cmn astesS4 	 See. 'Oias Strait, Borias O.1$ 

B1aq 3oi, Strait.ilran 

Cr Igara Ba, maquaa Bay. -San.-
Be. Sorsoan Bay, TIcao Pss. 

Butoan Bay, liillan Bar, MaCa
01c.r Bay, mmeionnoeBan, Oanaoi 
Vn Songod Bay. .,nmos Bed. 	 :coa 

2'rai?,4a.ioojoc Bay. Ynsoc day. 

http:q[bui.cn
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Table 2. Surface area of the Philippine shelf, by deoth. 
range and area. (Source: Silvestre et al., 1926}, 

Area OeoTh rance 

(kin2 ) 0-9.9 10-19.9 20-49.9 50-99.9 i00-Zoo TO7AL 

A 1150 950 1150 1950 2900 3100 

B 900 600 l000 1200 1000 4800 

C 400 1550 Il50 1100 :500 4700 

0 2400 13CO i4C0 126001600 %1CCO 

E 
F 

1000 
650650 

c000 4600 
10 

5800 
2000 

460 
1000 

;TCCc 
5500 

G loco itCO 30 3850 150 9:00 

H 2900 3200 9000 :110EC 0 19Czoc 

I 'oco 3500 35o0 :CCOO !5CCO 50Ccc 

1 6600 6300 12550 !0000 1325o 48200 

TOTAL 20000 1;650 54950 74600 56600 2-50co 
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Table 3. Esti.ate of, helf Area (0-200 2)for the 24 3FAR
 

Statistical Reclions. (Source: Munro, P96).
 

No. Statistical Area Shelf Area (.2 

I Lingayen Gult 4800
 

2 Manila Bay 6200
 
3 Barangas Coast 300
 
4 Ta'abas Bay: 2500
 
5 West Palawan Wae, 29345
 

6 Cuyo Pass 29097
 
7 Wes- Sulu Sea 28154
 

8 South Sulu Sea 21581
 

9 East Sulu Sea 580
 
10 Moro Gulf 12378
 
II Oav.o Gulf 3C87
 

i2 B.:nol Se- 522
 

13 Leyte Guif 13147
 

14 Cum<Tres Sea 5335
 

15 Yisayan Sea 11460
 

16 Guimaras Srai 4415
 

17 Sibuyan Sea 7020
 
IB Ragdy Gulf :076 

19 Samar Sea 7218 

20 Lagonol Gulf 5308 
21 Lamoi Bay 213C8 

22 Cabiguran Sound 2902 

23 Palanan Bay 1934 

24 .acuvan Channel 2766. 
Trt3 Ir 2 43.1 
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Table 4. 	List of species / species groups (as used in9FAR
 
statistics) categori:ed as decersal to derive
 
detersal landings esti:ates given by Silvestre et
 
at. (1996).
 

Species / Species Grouo Species / Species GrOul
 
Flattisn 7herapon, grunts
 
Sea catfish Red bullseye

Eels Butterfly flsn
 
Groupers Threadfin (mamali)

Sea bass Sergeant fish
 
Snaopers Leaf fish
 
Threadfin bream 
 Sharks, skates, rays
 
Whiting Pufforfish
 
PercnleT Trigger fish
 
Surgeon fish Lizard fish
 
Wrasses/parrot fish Archer fish
 
Stipmoutns Siganids

Mojarra Scoloosid
 
Gcatisn 
 Macolor
 
Gcoy Silver bar
 
Mcon fisn Ainoer fish
 
Sickle fish Si Iver perch

Flatheac Cutlass fish
 
Soace fisn 
 Craps

Rucer fisn 
 Lcosters
 
CrOdKer 	 Shrimps/prawns

Red Sea harder 	 Squids, Cuttlefish
 
Porgy 	 Octopus
 
Lactarids
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Table S. Philippine Marine and Deersal Landinas, li46-

L933. (Source: SiLkestre et al., 1996).
 

MARINE CATCH (tonnes) OE.WRSAL CATCH (tonnes) 

Total Yuunicloal I Comnercial.I Total I Munlcloa I CormerclaI 

1983 1,290, 0 771,000 519,100 379,200 264,800 114,3C0 

1982 1,234,2C0 7c8,000 526,300 343,800 236,200 107,5C 
1981 1,204,800 710,000 494,800 354,300 233,600 I2O,700 

1980 1,135,800 647,3CO 468,500 326,300 186,700 139,671 

1979 1,126,200 635,500 500,800 343,300 188,900 154,400 

1979 1,192,700 686,900 505,800 350,400 195,400 155,'00 

1977 1,229,CCO 710,800 518,200 344,700 188,200 156,0 

1976 1,126,9C0 618,700 508,200 M66, 00 197!400 169,400 

1975 1,230,200 731,700 498,600 (415,900) (225,100) 190,800 

1974 1,155,CO 684,500 470,700 (268,400) (210,552) 157,326 

1973 1,105,20 639,00 465,400 (333,500) (196,501) 136,-,04 

1972 1,023,5C 598,700 424,800 (325,900) (184,ZO) 141,7C 

1971 925,20C 542,900 382,300 (278,500) (167,C00) I11,500 

1970 892,4CC 510, 00 ]81,9&C0 (272,:00) (157,CCO) 115,cco 

1969 846,20 477,500 368,700 (269,200) (146,90C) 122,3CO 

1963 8510C0O 444,200 4C6,30,0 (314,7C) (605C3) iT78 CO 

1967 682,2O 351,200 230,700 (234,900) (iC83CCO) 1:5,9CO 

1966 641,50 326,7CO 314,300 (213,300) ("0, 500) 112,CO 

1965 604 ,100 03,900 300,4CC-0)- (198 C (93,5C) I04,C00 

1964 540, CO 282,700 258,ICo (:91200) (87,C00) ;C0400 

1963 485 ,300 276,600 208,700 (170,9C) (85,1CO) 85,S00 

1962 422,5CO 272,500 15O,OCO (151,COO) (83,500) 67,ZCO 

1961 394,ICO 268,400 125,500 (147,600) (82,500) 65, C0 

1960 324,500 264,500 120,200 (153,2001 (61"400) 71,CO 

1959 378,400 250,600 177,800 (150,100) (g0,200) 70,'300 

1958 369,COO 257,2C0 I1,0o (1.42,ZOO) (79,100) 63,100 

1957 347,-00 253,800 94,00 (142, 00) (78,I0) 64,7C0 

1956 355,200 248,500 1C6,700 (142,200) (76,00) 65,500 

1955 326,200 219,000 107,200 (127,200) (67,400) 59,800 

1954 308,600 205,400 103,2C0 (121,900) (63,200) 58,700 

1953 272,200 199,300 72,900 (101,000) (61,300) 39,700 

1952 282,000 2C8,700 73,300 (101 ,300) (64,200) 37,100 

1951 266,400 197,400 69,000 (94,500) (60,700) (33,800) 

1950 194,7C9 146,800 47,900 (67,682) (45,ZOO (22,500) 

1949 213,500' 158,700 54,800 (73,800) (48,800). (25i0001 

1948 172,000 130,000 42,000 (58,500) (40, QO) (18,500) 

1947 230,700 167,600 63,000 (78,000) (51,600) (26,500) 

1946 79,900 64.000 15,900 (26,100) (19,700) (6.40) 
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Table 6. 	Estimated Potential of Philippine fMarine Waters.
 
(Source: Munro, 1996, as'cited froa HRMCItOC,
 
1930)
 

Estleeted
 

Area 
 Spcle Potential Teld
 
€ 00 *°nnel
 

TOTAL MARINE AREA All Fish 	 1,60 A50
 

A. Caiteil Wa.ri-
 All Fish 1,400 - 200 

0emerial 600 ::Oa
 
Pelagic 	 OO 200 

Region I (Tayacas Say, All Fill% 210 3 0 
Slbuyan Sea, Yl$ayan Doier$al 90 30 

Sea, Sear Sea Pelagic 120 320 
related layl 

Region II 	(Bohoi 1.4. A;I Flsh 
 196 300
 

E. Su1i* & relIa ed 04.0rl 4 .20 
pays) 	 Pelagic 112 - 30
 

Rellon III (MorO See, All Fish 	 140 * 1 

0Dae 1.11, Ocearinl 60 * 20 
. mindnati C ast) 0eic soa 

Region IY 	(W. Slu Sad, All Fis 
 462 * 70 

Pali en, I inoorol 0*eser$4 1 198 70 

PvQagic :64 * 70 

Region I IN And NW Lutoni All Fin 	 112 20
 

36.ersal 
 48 :a 

P 014 qI c 8'A 0 

Region VI 	iPcilfic Coast All Fish 
 280 40
2 

ecept SE 	NlndanAol a 120 40erIA1 ' 

Pe lg.C 120 .10 

B. Oceanic water Pelagic 	 230 301 
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Grounds. (Source: HRMCIFINC, [190, 

from various authors).
 

SOft Grounds 

1. 	 Visayan Sea 


2. 	 Samar Sea 

3. 	 Tayabas Bay 


It. 	 Ragay Gulf 

. Bonol StraLt 

6. 	 Palawan Waters 


At Least 100.00,) MT 

Around 9.000 MT 

6,000 MT 

2,400 MT 

7. Hinc.baan . Very limited 

Sinapalay 
Area Trawanle Area 

e. Sibuquey Bay 

9. Ilana Bav 

10. Turtle More than 2.000 MT 
!sland to
 
Lumoucan
 
Island
 

I11 	 San Miguel ay 


12. 	 Leyte Gulf Limited 

Area
 

12. 	 Nc.rtn Cz-as: 


14. 	 L'ngayen Guif 


It. 	 Manila Bay 


Ir. 	 Harg Gr:-UrIdS 

1. 	 Lingaven Gu~l 


2. 	 Banuvan and 


Satan Grouc
 

. estern C-,ast 


of rltc:s Reqic~n
 

.. Catancuanes castal 

. Suriga, zel Nc re 

C.oas 

6. 	 Eastern coast of 


Trawacile 


Samar
 

7. 	 Corn and 

Taytay area
 

8. 	 Antique and 


East Passage 


9. 	 South Neqros 
to SonoL 

10. 	 North Coast 

of Mindanao 


11. l1lana Bay 


12. 	 Sulu 

Archipelago 


13. 	 Turtle 

Island to
 

Very 	extentive area 


less than :,00 MT 

a year 

Narrw and limited 
in area 

Marrow and limited 
in area 

More than 10,O00 MT 

MSY may be reacrhed 
at 8.000 MT/yr 

More than 30t MT 

as comaiied
 

"Over-exolo.'"ec
 

Over-exploited
 

Fully-explo.ted
 

Fuliy-exploited
 

Fully-exploited
 

Under-eypl-ited
 

Fully-eoloited
 

Fully-exploited
 

Ful 	y-e,:plotted
 

Fully-explotted
 

?
 

Over-e:plotted
 

-

Fully-exPloited
 

FulLY-e':PloI-ec
 

Cver ._mlotten
 

Over-e)oloited
 

Uncer-en:lotten
 

Under-e:1Lote=
 

Unaer-en:oltcted
 

Under-e):olc. te
 

Uner-exooitea
 

Under-ex-loited
 

Nearinq full
 

exmloitaton
 

Fully-e:nloited 

'eArtnq fuli
 
e!:=oitatton
 

Unaer-exoloited
 

Under-exploited
 

Under-exolotteo
 

Lumoucan Channel
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Fig. 1. 	Oefiniion of Areas A to:I (see also T"able HI. 
(Source' -3ihestre et al.*, 1986). 
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Introduction
 

one of the important elements of the Philippine
Fisheries is 


(i.e.
In 1983, the fisheries sector supplied 54% 
agricultural sector. 


of the country's animal protein requirements, accounted 
for
 

1.93xl06 mt) 


(i.e. P16.2 billion) of GNP and earned the equivalent 
of PI.48
 

4.4% 


billion in foreign exchange (in 1983, 10 Philippine PesoF -:re about
 

Together with related ancillary industries, the sector
 
equal to IUS$). 


a large number of people and it is estimated that over 
10% of
 
employs 


the population are dependent on fishing in various degrees for their
 

subsistence.
 

this important sector has traditionally been
 Research in support of 


biologically oriented and largely descriptive (see entries in
 

1980 and Ronquillo and Gabral-LLana 1985)

bibliographies by Gomez 


although a trend more quantitatively oriented, ana:.tical 
approaches is
 

apparent (see contributions in Aprieto et al. 1986).
 

Economic analyses of the performance of the Philippine fisheries
 

to
 
have been few, however, and there have been to date 

only two attempts 


above all costs, including
(i.e. the total revenues
estimate the rent 


- one
 
opportunity costs of labor and capital) in Philippine 

fisheries 


1982), one for the
 
for the milkfish fry fishery (Chong et al. 


1982).

multi-species, multigear San Miguel Bay fishery 

(Smith and Mines 


the
 
In this contribution, a rough estimate of economic 

rent for 


Philippine demersal fishery is presented, i.e. the fishery for bottom
 

fishes (soft bottom, "trawl" and rocky bottom, i.e. coral reef fishes)
 

and associated invertebrates.
 

(a) time series of demersal biomass
 This attempt relies heavily on 


and landings derived by Silvestre el al. (1986), and (b) on a set of
 



assumptions which some may view as questionable, but which, given the
 

scanty data base at hand, had 
'- be made for any estimate of rent to be
 

arrived at.
 

Materials and Methods
 

Data utilized in the present study to estimate the potential yield
 

of Philippine demersal stocks consist of the following: (i) estimates
 

of demersal biomass for the Philippine shelf (0-1OOm) from 1946 to 1984,
 

and (ii) annual landings of demersal species from published statistics
 

of the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources for the same period.
 

The former was taken from text Fig. 5 of Silvestre et al. (1986), while
 

the latter was obtained from tabular data presented in Appendix If of
 

the same paper. The demersal biomass time series given in said paper
 

was estimated via the "swept area method" (see Cuiland, 1983; Paulv,
 

1984) utilizing over 1200 individual trawl catch-per-effort (c/f) values
 

from the late 
''Os to early '80s and covering most cf the Philippine
 

shelf.
 

Briefly, the method consists of the following: (i) stratification
 

of the Philippine shelf into 10 areas (A to J) by depth range (0-9,
 

10-19, 20-49 and 50-100m), or 40 strata in all; (ii) estimation of the
 

area of each strata; (iii) distribution of the over 1200 trawl c/f data
 

among strata by year; (iv) estimation of density and biomass for each
 

stratum by year (with interpolation for missing years, area and depth
 

range); (v) aggregation of strata biomass estimates by year, and (vi)
 

correction of 
(v) for "learning effects" and/or gear improvements to
 

give estimates of Philippine demersal biomass by year.
 



The annual landing statistics published by BFAR covering the years
 

1946-1984 were summarized by Silvestre et al. (1986). They reduced the
 

original "species" groupings used by BFAR into only 3 categories
 

(demersals, tunas and other pelagics) and aggregated the catches for
 

these by year. The distinction between pelagic and demersal species
 

admittedly involves 
a certain degree of subjectivity in some instances,
 

and Silvestre et al. (loc. cit.) stresses that the criteria for
 

categorization is more operational/technological rather than ecological.
 

The data used for this contribution are summarized in Table 3.
 

Conventional fisheries theory implies that 
the yield (Y) from a
 

stock at a given time is proportional to the product of fishing
 

mortality (F) exerted on 
the stock and the size/bicmass of the stock (B)
 

at that time, i.e. Y = FB (Gulland 1983, Pauly 198!,). The time series
 

of Y and B described above were used 
to derive estimates of fishing
 

mortality using the equation
 

F = YiB ()
 

where i is a group of 5 successive years (Table 1). Empirical
 

observations of exploited stocks indicate that stock abundance (i.e.
 

c/f) usually declines in an exponential manner (Garrod, 1969; Fox,
 

1970). In this study, Fox' model was applied to the plot of Yi/i (Bi)
 

versus Fi, i.e.
 

e
Y/F= =e a-bF = B -bF (2)
 
00 



where a and b are parameters computed by least squares approximation.
 

From the above expression, estimates of MSY and FMSY are given by
 

MSY B /be (3)00 

FMSY = i/b. (4) 

The estimation of maximum economic rent (MER) and maximum economic
 

yield (HY)require the following: (i) expression of revenues as a
 

function of F, and (ii) derivation of a cost function. In the case of
 

the former, yield in weight (mt) was converted to value/monetary units
 

(Philippine P and US$) by simple multiplication with the weighted
 

average 1983 price/mt of the Philippine marine catch (about P5,000/mt or
 

US$500/mt).
 

In the case of the latter, two variants of a linear cost function
 

were used, assuming that: (i) equilibrium was reached by the open access
 

fishery at the 1975-79 F level, and (ii) equilibrium was attained during
 

the 1980-84 period. The equations used in computing F% MEY and MER,
 

based on derivatives are:
 

a-bF MER[I-bFMER I - C = 0 (5) 

MEY = FMER ea-bFMER (6)
 

MER = HEY - CFME R (7) 
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where HEY and MER are in weight (mt), C the slope of the linear (weight
 

unit) cost function, and the rest as previously defined.
 

Results and Discussion
 

Plots of the data of Table 8 are pred-'nred as Fig. 5 and 6. The
 

former plot illustrates the steady decline of the demersal biomass of
 
2 

the Philippines from 1946 to 1984; 
the linear plot has an r =0.987. The
 

other parameters obtained from the linear regression were: (i) a
 

(intercept) = 14.061, 
(ii) b (slope) = - 1.332. The 95% confidence
 

limits were (i) for a = [13.900, 14.222] and (ii)for b =
 

[-1.648-1.016]. The estimates for MSY and FMSY were 350 x 103 mt 
(95%
 

confidence limits = 340-390xi0 3 mt) and 0.75 195% confidence limits =
 

0.61-0.98), respectively. The second figure shows the fit of the Fox
 

model to the available data and provides a graphic illustration of the
 

crude but, we believe, realistic approach we have used to estimate
 

economic rent.
 

As might be seen, IKER was probably reached in late '60s - early
 

'70s, and amounted to the annual value of 1.OxlO5 to 1.9X105 metric
 

tons, equivalent (in 1983) to 50-90 million US$, and representing
 

approximately half of the gross value of the fishery at MEY. The
 

fishing mortality corresponding to MEY and hence to MER appears to range
 

from 0.34 to 0.43, i.e. approximately one third of the 1980-84 value.
 

These results are not very sensitive to whether we choose the late
 

'70s or the early '80s as the period during which equalization of gross
 

returns and total cost occurred. [This matches results by Gulland
 

(1982), who found his estimate of losses due to mismanagement of the
 

North Atlantic fisheries to be fairly robust with regard to the
 

assumptions used to derive his one-billion US$ estimate.
 

http:0.61-0.98


The failure of several large-scale fisheries loan programs (due to
 

lack of repayment) in the above-mentioned period provides evidence for
 

such equalization to have occurred, as does the fact that the
 

overwhelming majority of Filipino fishermen's annual income is well
 

below the current "poverty level". Specific studies of individual
 

fisheries also suggest that economic and biological overfishing occur in
 

most Philippine demersal fishing grounds (Cases-Borja 1975, SCSP 1970,
 

1977, 1978, Smith et al. 1980, Pauly & Mines 1982, Spoehr 1984).
 

We note also that the rtios of 'KER to MEY observed here (i.e.
 

approx. 1:2) and of FvEy TO F level at equilibrium (i.e. approx. 1:3)
 

correspond to values observed elsewhere in Southeast Asia (Nahan 1)82).
 

Hence, we feel we are on safe ground when proposing that a massive
 

reduction of fishing effort may lead, in the Philippines, to a large
 

increase of fishermen income (for those who remain, see Smith 1981) but
 

have only a modest impact on abso2ute catch levels.
 

Here is not the place to discuss how fishing mortali:y (i.e.
 

fishing effort, or number of fishermen) could be actually rolled back in
 

a depressed socio-economic context such as presently prevailing in the
 

Philippines (but see Garcia and Demetropoulos 1986 for a ray ot pe,
 

and Beddington and Rettig 1983 and Mackenzie 1983 for rigorous
 

treatments).
 

Rather, we wanted to show here that the betLefits involved in
 

managing the Philippine demersal fisheries could be very large, and
 

could indeed provide much of the money needed to relocate displaced
 

fishermen (if the taxing authority chose to extract part of the rent and
 

use it in this fashion) or to generate other economic activity in
 

fishing communities (if left to those fishermen who remain to reinvest,
 

but not in fishing).
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Table 8. 
Mean annual derersal 
catch(Y), nean annual de-rersal biomass (B) and
fishing rmortality (F. for 
eacn five-year period, 
from the mid-40'5 to
 
the mid-80's.
 

Mean annual a) Man annual b) 
 Fishing
Ce-rrsa1 Catche 
 rsa 13Siarss rrortflityYears (Y), X103 ,n 
 (B), X10 
 mt (F)
 

1946-49 
 59 
 1297 
 0.05
 

1950-54 
 07 
 1195 
 0.08
 

1955-59 
 -41
107. 
 0.13
 

1960-64 
 163 
 95130 
 0.17
 

1965-69 
 246 
 830 
 0.30
 

i 7 - -3 -65 
 61 
 0 .56
 
1975-79 
 364 
 437 
 0.83
 

1980-84 
 351 
 364 
 0.96
 

a) based on annuai stat ist ics of te Phi ippine Eureau of Fisneries andAcuatic Resources and I-cpenoix 11 in Silvestre e al. (1986). 

b) based on Fig. 5 in Silvestre et a L. (1986) ana including allPhiIippin arers fr nc0 *o 10m :eot .
 

c) F. Y;/8., wnere i
s a aroupo f 5 successive years (or 
4 in the
 
case of 1 46-1949).
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Fig. 5. Mean annual cemersal biomass (Bi) and itsnatural :ogarithm {loge -3) mortality (F) 
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Fig. &. Mean annual cemersal landins IV) versus fishing mortality (F) for eight 5-year Periods from the 

mid .1940% to thnemid .1980s. The lasymmetric) -MSY range" and the "FMSy runge" are based on the 

95% conlioence intervals of the inercept and the ,looe of the linear plot in Fig. Y,respeLcvely. The MEY 
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